Image-potential states have been measured for W͑110͒ and for bcc Fe͑110͒ films on W͑110͒ and Cu͑100͒ substrates. Energies and linewidths are reported and for the W͑110͒ substrate an unusually small effective mass of 0.5m e is found. For Fe͑110͒, the majority and minority spin contributions were separated using polarizationdependent two-photon photoemission without magnetizing the sample.
I. INTRODUCTION
Electrons can be trapped at a metal surface in the potential well formed by the attractive Coulomb-like image force and the repulsive surface barrier, if a gap in the projected bulk band structure exists. 1 A Rydberg series of normally unoccupied states converging towards the vacuum level E vac results with binding energies E n : E n ϭE vac Ϫ0.85 eV/͑nϩa ͒ 2 , nϭ1,2, . . . . ͑1͒
These so-called image-potential states have been studied in recent years mainly by inverse photoemission 2, 3 and with higher accuracy by two-photon photoemission ͑2PPE͒. 4 Investigations on a variety of metal surfaces revealed that the binding energy E n depends on the position relative to the band gap. 5 This influence is accounted for by introducing the quantum defect a in Eq. ͑1͒.
For magnetic materials the energetic position of the bulk band gap differs for the two spin orientations. As a result, also the energies E n ͓and from Eq. ͑1͒ also the quantum defect a͔ depend on the spin orientation of the electron in the image-potential state. 6 Because the quantum defect a is in good approximation independent of n, the spin splitting decreases with increasing quantum number n. For the 3d transition metals spin splittings have been reported for the n ϭ1 image-potential state of the order of several tens of meV depending on material and surface orientation. [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] The W͑110͒ surface has not been studied with 2PPE before. The first image-potential state has been detected by inverse photoemission. 12, 13 We report experimental studies on the image-potential states at Fe͑110͒ surfaces. Due to the experimental difficulties with the preparation of bulk Fe single crystals, we prepared epitaxial Fe͑110͒ films of thicknesses above 10 monolayers ͑ML͒ on W͑110͒ ͑Ref. 14͒ and Cu͑100͒ ͑Refs. 15 and 16͒ substrates. The present study resolves the spin splitting of the image-potential states by polarization-dependent 2PPE measurements. The results agree with previous studies by spin-selective inverse photoemission with lower energy resolution 9 and two-photon photoemission without spin sensitivity.
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II. EXPERIMENT
The experimental arrangement for 2PPE consists of a laser system as light source and an ultrahigh-vacuum chamber for sample preparation and electron energy analysis. Electrons were detected ͑unless stated otherwise͒ parallel to the surface normal with an electrostatic hemispherical analyzer with an acceptance cone of 0.6°. The energy resolution was tuned to 40 meV. The sample preparation followed the procedures described before. 9, 11 For the 2PPE measurements the samples were cooled to 100 K to reduce shifts and linewidth broadening by space-charge effects 5 or phonon contributions. 18 Two different laser systems were employed. For the study on the W͑110͒ substrate a frequency-doubled dye laser pumped by an excimer laser was used 5 and the polarization was changed by a Pockels cell. 10 The setup used with the Cu͑100͒ substrate consists of a frequency-tripled femtosecond Ti:sapphire laser pumped by an Ar-ion laser. 11 The polarization of the UV beam was rotated using a /2 plate. Throughout this work we state the photon energies of the UV light used to populate the image-potential states. The notation is 2h and 3h for the two laser systems employing frequency doubling and tripling, respectively. The angle of incidence of the light was 45°relative to the surface normal in both setups. Both laser systems gave identical results for the spin splitting of the image-potential states on fcc Fe films on Cu͑100͒ substrates. 
III. IMAGE-POTENTIAL STATES ON W"110…
Image-potential states on W͑110͒ have not been studied so far with high-resolution 2PPE. The most reliable experimental information comes from an inverse photoemission ͑IPE͒ study 12 that reports the energy of the nϭ1 state at 4.54 eV above the Fermi energy E F . The image-potential states on the W͑110͒ surface are energetically located in the sp band gap between the ⌺ 1 bands at the N point ranging in energy from 0.64 eV to 10.54 eV ͑see left panel in Fig. 1͒ . The coupling of the image-potential states to the ⌺ 3 and ⌺ 4 bands is forbidden by symmetry considerations. The ⌺ 1 band ϳ2 eV above E F has mainly d character like the ⌺ 4 band and should couple only weakly to the image-potential state. The inclusion of spin-orbit coupling, which might be important for a heavy element as W, reduces the number of irreducible double-group representations along the ⌺ line to one 20 and the image-potential states could couple to all bands. The influence of the band structure details on the energy and linewidth of the image-potential states is of particular interest under these circumstances. Figure 2 shows 2PPE spectra on W͑110͒ for two different photon energies. The spectrum for 5.06 eV shows two peaks assigned to the first two image-potential states. The nϭ1 peak is shifted to higher energies and broadened compared to the peak in the spectrum taken with 4.91 eV photon energy. This effect arises from the space-charge effects 5 for photon energies close to the work function, which was determined to 5.25Ϯ0.02 eV in perfect agreement with previous work. 21 From such spectra the energy separation between the imagepotential states can be obtained quite reliably irrespective of the overall shift of the spectrum. From spectra taken at low photon energies we obtain the energy of the first imagepotential state to 4.58Ϯ0.01 eV above E F in good agreement with the IPE study. 12 The binding energy of 0.67 eV corresponds to a quantum defect aϭ0.126. This value is compatible with the energy of the nϭ2 state of 5.08Ϯ0.02 eV above E F corresponding to a binding energy of 0.17 eV.
From the energetic position relative to the sp band gap one would expect a binding energy for the nϭ1 state of 0.53 eV using one-dimensional model calculations. 22 The calculated values would be slightly smaller, if the d-like ⌺ 1 or ⌺ 4 bands would be used for the lower band edge. For a significant coupling to the ⌺ 3 band, the image-potential state would be outside the band gap and the binding energy would be obtained from Eq. ͑1͒ for aϭ0.5 to 0.38 eV. This situation seems unlikely, because the large penetration into the bulk would lead to a large linewidth and would make the state hardly observable. 23 With regard to the following discussion for bcc Fe͑110͒ we note, that for p-polarized light the initial states for transitions into the image-potential states are on the ⌺ 1 band just below E F . The arrow in Fig. 1 shows the corresponding transition for a photon energy of 4.91 eV.
From measurements of the energy of the nϭ1 state for off-normal emission along the ͑001͒ mirror plane we obtain an effective mass of 0.5m e ͑dashed line in the right panel of Fig. 1͒ . This is anomalously low for image-potential states, which usually have effective masses close to the freeelectron mass m e . 5 The sp band edges shown in Fig. 1 disperse downward along the ⌬ direction with the stronger dispersion at the bottom edge. The energetic position of the image-potential state relative to the band edges is therefore increased. This leads to a larger binding energy 5 and would increase the effective mass in contrast to the experimental finding.
All effects discussed in the previous paragraph predict significant lower binding energies than those observed in the experiments. In order to clarify whether this discrepancy results from the degeneracy of the image-potential states with the d-like ⌺ 1 , ⌺ 3 , and ⌺ 4 bands more detailed calculations similar to Ref. 24 are needed. It should be noted that also for other 3d metals increased binding energies are observed. 5, 17 This could be attributed to many-body effects 5 or the screening by d electrons that would modify the position of the image plane. 25 The lines in Fig. 2 represent fits to the data with a convolution of a Gaussian ͑representing the experimental resolution͒ with a Lorentzian. 26 The latter gives the intrinsic line- width that is obtained from spectra taken at low photon energies to 90Ϯ10 meV. This value is larger than that for noble-metal surfaces, but in the range observed for 3d metals indicating the importance of the empty d states as decay channels.
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IV. RESULTS FOR Fe"110… ON W"110…
Spectra from thick Fe͑110͒ films (Ͼ20 ML) on the W͑110͒ substrate are shown in Fig. 3 for different photon energies. The spectrum at the highest photon energy of 4.86 eV ͑0.16 eV below the work function of 5.02Ϯ0.04 eV) shows a shift and broadening due to space-charge effects similar to the case of W͑110͒. For 4.68 eV photon energy two spectra are shown taken with s-and p-polarized light, respectively. The spectra in Fig. 3 are normalized at their maxima, but the intensity for p-polarized light is a factor ϳ10 larger than that for s polarization. The shift and broadening for p polarization compared to the situation for s polarization is not due to space-charge effects as has been carefully checked by a variation of the photon energy. 10, 11 The right panel of Fig. 3 shows a spectrum taken with p-polarized light of 4.59 eV photon energy. The line-shape analysis shows that the data can be fitted significantly better using two peaks ͑solid lines͒ compared to one single peak ͑dashed lines͒. For clarity the fit curves as well as the differences ͑normalized to the statistical errors͒ to the experimental data points ͑bottom traces͒ are shown. The results prove that the p spectrum is composed of two peaks. The energy and linewidth of the low-energy peak coincide with the single peak seen in s spectra. This confirms that we observe two imagepotential states that we assign to the two different spin orientations.
For an explanation of the spin selectivity due to the light polarization we turn to the band structure for Fe along the ⌺ line ͓͑110͔ direction͒ in Fig. 4 . The arrows indicate possible transitions between initial bulk bands and the imagepotential states. In the dipole approximation only transitions between bands of the same spin orientation have to be considered. This applies independently of a macroscopic magnetization of the sample. In the present experimental geometry the dipole selection rules 28 permit for s-polarized light transitions only from ⌺ 3 bands into the image-potential states of ⌺ 1 symmetry ͑black arrows in Fig. 4͒ . With p-polarization excitations out of ⌺ 1 initial bands ͑gray arrows͒ become possible in addition. These latter transitions dominate the p spectra as seen from the increased intensity relative to the s spectra. The small spin splitting (ϳ0.5 eV) of the sp-like ⌺ 1 bands places the transitions for both spin orientations close the N point. This leads to a comparable intensity of both spin components in the spectra taken with p-polarized light. The large spin splitting of the ⌺ 3 bands locates the transition into the minority-spin imagepotential state close to the ⌫ point, whereas the majority-spin transition occurs much closer to the N point as indicated by the black arrows in Fig. 4 . The wave functions of the imagepotential states in the sp band gap are exponentially damped standing waves with the periodicity corresponding to the perpendicular momentum of the N point. Therefore, the imagepotential states have a larger matrix element with bulk bands close to the N point compared to bands near the ⌫ point with a constant envelope function for kϭ0. This argument is visualized by the thickness of the black arrows in Fig. 4 and explains the predominant excitation of the majority-spin image-potential state by s-polarized light.
We have established now the existence of two imagepotential states on Fe͑110͒ and assign these to states of majority and minority spin orientation. The experimental values for the work function and the energies of the states are com-TABLE I. Energies n relative to E F and linewidths ⌫ n of the first two image-potential states on W͑110͒ and Fe͑110͒. For the first image-potential state the spin splitting ⌬E 1 and the linewidths for the two spin components are also given. The last two columns give the work function ⌽ϭE vac ϪE F and the references. piled in Table I . From the line-shape analysis we also obtain the intrinsic linewidth of the various states.
V. RESULTS FOR Fe"110… ON Cu"100…
For coverages above 10-12 ML of Fe on Cu͑100͒ the iron films crystallize in the bcc structure. 15, 16 The surface orientation is ͑110͒, but four different domains develop. Due to the different rotational orientations of the domains relative to the substrate an excitation into the image-potential states with s-polarized light is possible out of bands with ⌺ 3 as well as ⌺ 4 symmetry. The ⌺ 4 bands, however, cannot provide initial states for the population of the image-potential states with the photon energies used in this work ͑see Fig. 4͒ . The experimental results for a 15 ML thick Fe film on Cu͑100͒ normalized at peak maxima are shown in Fig. 5 . The spectra for p-polarized light have maxima at 60 meV higher energy than the s spectra independent of photon energy. The p spectra have a factor of eight higher intensity and are only slightly broader than the s spectra. A lower estimate for the spin splitting of the image-potential states can be obtained as the energy difference of 60 meV between the peaks for s and p polarization. The energies and the work function are slightly smaller compared to the case of Fe on W͑110͒. The explanation comes from the existence of the rough morphology of these films. This leads also to a large linewidth of 250 to 300 meV, which may be attributed in part to inhomogeneous broadening. A satisfactory fit of the spectra as in the case for Fe on W͑110͒ is not possible, presumably due to the inhomogeneous surface. Note that the reduction of the work function is larger than the lowering of the energy of the image-potential states, which has been observed also for other rough surfaces. 30 An additional feature of the spectra in Fig. 5 is the peak shifting with the photon energy between 4.4 and 4.6 eV. From the photon-energy dependence it can be identified as a state that is excited above the vacuum level ͑which leads to the electron emission͒ by an UV photon of energy 3h. The data analysis gives an energy of 1.47 eV above E F . This is in good agreement with the minority spin ⌫ 12 state found at 1.5 eV in inverse photoemission experiments. 31, 32 In Fig. 4 this corresponds to the end point of the flat ⌺ 1 and ⌺ 4 bands. The peak is seen in the s spectra, indicating an excitation from the ⌺ 4 band into the free-electron final state of ⌺ 1 symmetry. The signal observed in the p spectra comes from the field component parallel to the surface, which for the p polarization is at a 45°incidence angle, equal to the component perpendicular to the surface. The apparently smaller peak height is due to the normalization to the strong imagepotential peak. Because the intensity ratio of the two peaks seen in the spectra of Fig. 5 is independent of the delay between the UV and IR pulse, the primary excitation is done by an photon of energy h. This places the initial states just below E F on the minority spin ⌺ 1 or ⌺ 3 bands. The latter possibility is forbidden by dipole selection rules. 28 The transition therefore occurs close to the N point, where the ⌺ 1 band has p character and would be allowed into the d-like ⌺ 4 band by atomic selection rules as well.
VI. DISCUSSION
The available results for the image-potential states are listed in Table I . There is generally good agreement between the various studies within the error limits. The binding energies E n ϭ⌽Ϫ n of the image-potential states agree within 30 meV. Therefore, the different experiments differ mainly in the work function, which might depend on details of the sample preparation. This is supported by the results for Fe/ Cu͑100͒, which has a small work function presumably due to a rough surface morphology. The theoretical study in Ref. 29 gives the correct binding energy in contrast to onedimensional model calculations of Ref. 5 . This confirms the statement made for W͑110͒, that for a good description of the d-band metals more refined methods are needed.
The experimental values for the exchange splitting of the first image-potential state range between 57 and 85 meV. Using the spin-dependent band edges of the bcc Fe band structure a spin splitting of the image-potential states of 29 meV has been calculated with a one-dimensional model calculation. 6 Note that for this calculation the lower band edges are formed by the ⌺ 1 bands crossing E F . These show a rather small spin splitting near the N point, because the p-like wave function does not couple strongly to the d bands carrying the magnetism. The detailed theoretical study obtained a value of 55 meV at the lower end of the range covered by the experimental data. Another estimate can be obtained from the correlation between ⌬E and the magnetic moment with a proportionality factor of 1 eV/ B . 33 Using a 3% probability of locating the image-potential electron in the metal and a decay constant of the wave function into the crystal of 2 ML, 11 we estimate a spin splitting of 67 meV from calculated layer-dependent magnetic moments. 34 In conclusion, the agreement on the spin splitting is quite satisfactory with the exception of the model calculation, which depends on the spin splitting of the band edges. This seems reasonable, since the energy of the band gaps correspond to excited state energies that are outside the scope of the calculations within the framework of density functional theory. The magnetic moments are ground state properties that can be obtained correctly by these theoretical calculation schemes. FIG. 5 . Two-photon photoemission spectra of the imagepotential states for 15 ML Fe on a Cu͑100͒ substrate. The spectra for s and p polarization show a significant difference in peak position and linewidth. The peak shifting with photon energy is assigned to a state 1.47 eV above E F that is emitted by an UV photon in contrast to the image-potential states that are ionized by IR photons.
The total linewidth for both spin orientations is larger than the linewidth of the individual contributions that are split by ⌬E 1 . The minority-spin image-potential state has a significantly larger linewidth compared to the majority-spin case. The difference amounts to 45-70 meV and is in the same range as found for fcc Fe on Cu͑100͒. 11 The explanation comes from the higher density of final states of minority-spin states for decay of the image-potential state compared to the majority-spin situation.
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VII. SUMMARY
The binding energies, linewidths, and spin splittings for the bcc ͑110͒ surfaces of W and Fe reported in this work are in good agreement with previous results obtained at lower energy resolution or without spin sensitivity. The available theoretical models are not able to explain the experimental data quantitatively, so more work in this area would be desirable.
